**The incredible shrinking keyboard**

**Personal and pocketable - it's mobile.**

The EkaPad stores in Keeps the personal information you've specially entered such as passwords, names, and frequent phrases.

Take it with you; slip it in your pocket; USB EkaPad plugs into any computer with a USB port.

**Body ergonomics**

The EkaPad can be used when you're in any comfortable position, even lying down or taking notes discreetly with your hand (and EkaPad) in your lap.

**Hand & finger ergonomics**

Your fingers are in a natural, relaxed position at all times. You can slide the EkaPad on your thumb, stand it upright on your desk, or lay it flat.

**EkaPad ergonomics**

With the indented key cockpits and the wider, cupped center keys you'll always know where your fingers are.

---

Small as it is, the EkaPad has all the characters, commands and functionality of full qwerty keyboards. Plus features like Keeps & ShortCut storage make it exceptionally useful.

Learning the characters takes less time than learning qwerty touch typing; in less than an hour most people know the alphabet, punctuation, and common symbols.

With EkaPad's handy Cheat Sheet and on-screen learning aids, many people type their name in two minutes and emails right after.

EkaPad's advanced chording technology makes it easy for you to chord. A chord is activated when one or more keys are pressed and released at (more or less) the same time. You need no special skill - EkaPad software interprets a variety of chording presses to produce the charded character.